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SMP-029 

 
The Railway Archives 

ARHSnsw  
 

Railway Archives Online (Recollect) 
Search Guide 

Introduction 

A content management system (CMS) enables the organization of information so that it is easy 
to find information and manage information assets. 

“Recollect” is the system used by ARHSnsw as its archival CMS.  Recollect is sold and 
supported by New Zealand Micrographics Services.1 

Recollect aims to make content easy to find and access, and to build an online community, 
capture and manage new content from anywhere in the world via a cloud-based database.  

Access is controlled so that is free to ARHSnsw members with a fee applicable to non-
members.  Content download fees apply.  Some content is outside the member firewall to 
show the richness of information available to members. 

Searching the database is essential to obtaining the best from it.  This document is intended to 
explain how searching works in Recollect and how the information is grouped. 
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Information stored in Recollect 

There are several different types of information in the database including photographs, 
documents and drawings.  Because the database also manages the collection, there are also 
records for objects, film and books, even though these may not be “viewable” online.  Also, 
some information may be stored within Recollect, but not be visible to the public.  This could be 
because of copyright, sensitivity of information, privacy or conditions relating to the source of 
the information. 

Information can and will be added to the database on a continuous basis but not everything 
held by The Railway Archives will necessarily be available.  If something cannot be found an 
enquiry to the Archives is recommended to see if it can be added or made available outside of 
Recollect or by a visit. 

Introduction to Searching 

In Recollect, searching works in a way that might be unfamiliar.  Instead of entering a number 
of terms to produce a narrow search result, the principle is to perform a broad search and then 
narrow it down by applying filters (and “facets”) to the results. 

From the home page, there are at least four ways to begin a search. 

- 1.  Browsers: users can ‘Browse All’ Items on a site by selecting the button 
on the ‘Navigation Panel’ and subsequently refine the results using filters. 

- 2.  Specific Searchers: users with a more direct search enquiry, the 
Search button on the ‘Navigation Panel’ will allow them to search using 
keywords and other filters and facets. 

- 3.  Menus:  at the top of the home page, menus are defined which provide 
access to information, grouped into the broad categories 

- 4.  Item Types:  provides a summary of the number of each data type 
available in Recollect.  This is useful if you are looking to search within a 
data type, such as a photo or document. 
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Searching in more detail 

Browse All 
Browse All is available to users who do not have a direct search enquiry. The search can be refined 
using the ‘Filter by’ options: 

 Format/Item Types 
 Starts with 
 Has the following 
 Digitised Status 
 Date 

See the Search Filters and Facets section for more information. 

Note: The Browse All search page does not allow users to enter or refine keywords; for keyword 
searches, use a Simple or Defined Search as described below. 

Simple Search 
Simple searches are performed within search bars displayed in the following places. 

 

Place Example 

The 
Homepage: 

 

 

Search 
Result 
page: 

Custom 
Search 
Bars on 
Information 
Items 
(Hubs): 

 

 

To perform a search, enter key search terms into the Search Bar and click ‘Search’ or the Search 
Icon. Search results from Simple Search are determined by relevancy and fuzzy search (see below 
for more information). 

Defined Search 
Available from the ‘Search’ button on the ‘Navigation Panel’, you can define your search by entering 
keyword(s) and selecting search filter(s). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Search Filters and Facets 
Search Filters and Facets allow refinement of your search by applying additional criteria to your 
search. You can apply multiple filters and / or facets to your search results to show the Items that are 
most relevant to your search enquiry. 

Filters are the initial options available to define your search criteria. In Recollect, these are: Item Type, 
Starts With, Has the following, Global Taxonomy (if enabled), Digitised Status, Within Data, Date, 
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Search For. 

Facets are a type of filter that allow you to refine your search further using values within selected 
metadata fields. Metadata fields that are included as facets have been defined during setup of the 
database. 

All filters can be expanded and collapsed using the arrows in the ‘Filter By’ panel. 
 

Individual filters can be expanded and collapsed using the arrows alongside them. 

Filters are accessible from: 

 The ‘Define Search’ page where you can enter keywords and / or select filters. AND 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The Search Results page – you will find this on the left-hand panel of the search page once a 
search has been run from the ‘Define Search’ page. AND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 The Browse All page (excluding keyword-related parameters). 
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Filter / Facet Description 

Format/Item 
Type(s): 
Primary Filter 

The primary search filter is by Format/Item Type(s): the search results will be 
filtered to return selected Format/Item Types only; the Format/Item Type List will 
retain all the initial relevant Item Types to allow the filter to be updated. 

 
You can then also filter by facets within those Format/Item Types, including 
taxonomy metadata fields that have been configured as facets. 

Starts With Filters search results to include Items that have titles starting with the selected 
letter e.g. by clicking ‘A’ or numeric character by clicking ‘#’. 
 

Has the 
following 

When one of the following exists in an Item in the search results, you can filter by 
one or more of these facets: 

- Geotags 
- Tags (Image and Document) 
- OCR 
- Stories/Recollections/Comments 

Global 
Taxonomy 

If enabled, Global Taxonomy allows you to use all taxonomy metadata values as a 
filter. 

Digitised 
Status: 

The search results will be filtered to return results to include Items that have digital 
assets. 

- All Items: returns results for Items regardless of whether they include 
assets (default). 

- Digitised Only: returns results for Items that include assets. 
- Not Digitised: returns results for Items that do not include assets. 

Within Data: The search results will be filtered to return results related to where the keywords 
appear. 

- All Fields: returns results where the keyword(s) entered appear in 
templated metadata fields. 

- Titles Only: returns results where the keyword(s) entered appear in 
the Item title. 

- All Fields and Content: Will return results where the keyword(s) 
appear in the templated metadata fields or in associated OCR / Text / 
Transcription fields (default). 
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Date: The search results will be filtered to return results by a 
selected date range. Use the calendars to select your 
date range or type in the date in the dd/mm/yyyy format. 
You do not need to type in the / separator; it will 
automatically jump to month once you have entered two 
digits into the date and so on. 

Search For: The search results will be filtered to return results that include: 
- All Keywords Returns results where all keywords appear e.g. Smith 

AND Street (default). 
- Any Keywords: Returns results where any of the keywords appear 

e.g. Smith OR Street. 
- Exact Phrase Match: Returns results where the keywords entered 

appear all appear in the order entered e.g. ‘Smith Street’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Where there are no filters selected, or all filters are removed, the search results will revert to all 
Items visible to the user. 

 
Facets 
Facets are accessible from the Search Results page or the Browse All page within the filters in the 
‘Filter By’ panel. 

1. Select a filter e.g. Item Types by pressing the down arrow 
(once expanded it will point up). 

2. Select a filter option e.g. ‘Drawing’. 

3. Selected metadata fields will appear within the ‘Drawing’ 
Item Type filter. Select a field e.g. ‘Structure Type’. 

4. Select a facet (a metadata entry in the selected field) e.g. 
‘Station Arrangement’. In this example, results return for 
all Items where the Item Type is ‘Drawing’ AND the 
metadata field ‘Structure Type’ has the entry ‘Station 
Arrangement’). 

An example of an Item available from this faceted search: 
 

 
 

Search Results 
Search Results are displayed on a page that allows the filters above to be applied as required to 
further refine the search. 
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Search results can be displayed in List View / Tile View (toggle below). You can toggle the view within 
a search and it will adjust without affecting the search. 

 

View Example 

List View: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Tile View:  

 

Save, Download, Share and Enquire 

Using either Grid View / List View, you can select Item(s) from search results using the checkbox 
function to: 

 Download the Item(s). 
 Enquire about the Item(s). 
 Add Item(s) to ‘My Collection’. 
 Share Item(s) on social media. 

 

Note: Interaction can also occur for individual Items in Item View if required. 
You can Uncheck All / Check All using the toggle. 

Reset 
Search parameters (including Sort and Filter options) and subsequent search results are retained until 
a new search is initiated. Either clicking the Search button again or the Reset button in the search 
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clears the search results, the search criteria, any filters / facets and reverts to the default Sort Order. 

You can complete each of the following in any order: 

 Search 

 Filter by: 

- Item Types 

- Date 

- Facets 

 Change view (List / Grid) 
 Select ‘Order By’ option (see below). 

Clear keywords process: 
You can also run a new search by entering new keywords. 

 
 
 
 
 

1. Click the cross in the Search Bar to clear previous keywords. 

2. Search Bar clears (along with any refinements using Refine Keywords function). 

3. Enter new keywords. 

4. Select ‘Search’. 

5. Results are returned using the new keywords. 

 
Search Relevancy and Fuzzy Searches 
Search uses a ranking system to determine the relevancy of search results to decide the order that 
they appear. Relevant Items that exactly match keywords are ranked higher in the search results. 
Search can identify non-exact matches using ‘fuzzy’ search to include similar terms. Non- 
alphanumeric characters and accents such as macrons can also be matched. 

Key examples of the default Relevance ranking order are: 

 Match in title ranked higher than other metadata fields. 
 Address number and Street name relationship is more important than number pattern match. 
 Exact match has higher ranking than fuzzy match. 

For example, searches for queen & Victoria street with ‘All keywords’ will return results for: 

 queen or Queen 
 & 
 Victoria or victoria 
 Street or street 

Order By 

Sort order can be adjusted as required using the dropdown on the right-hand side. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standard sort order options include: 
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 Relevance: most relevant results – least relevant results (based on Search rankings). 

 Added Most Recently: Item ID order – Descending (Items added most recently are listed 
first). 

 Earliest Items (Lowest Item ID): Item ID order – Ascending (earliest Items are listed first). 

 Title A-Z: Alphabetical – Ascending. 

 Title Z-A: Alphabetical – Descending. 

 

Refine Search Terms 
Refine Search Terms is available once an initial keyword search has been run and allows you to 
further adjust your search to include more specific results. It is not available through ‘Browse All’. 

Where keywords are relevant to multiple categories or metadata fields, results may need to be further 
refined. Up to six refinements can be made: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Enter a keyword search from the ‘Define Search’ page. 
2. From the search results page select ‘Refine Search Terms’. 
3. Click ‘Add or Restrict Keywords’. 
4. Select an option from the picklist: 

- AND: results must contain these keywords. 
- OR: results may contain these keywords. Cannot be proceeded by NOT. 
- NOT: results must exclude these keywords. Cannot be followed by OR. 

5. Enter a Keyword. 
6. Repeat steps 3-4 up to five more times as required. 

There is a required order of keyword refinement options: 

 Where a keyword refinement option is set to ‘OR’ the previous keyword refinement can be 
‘AND’ or ‘OR’ but cannot be ‘NOT’. 

 Where a keyword refinement option is set to ‘NOT’ the following keyword refinements can be 
‘AND’ or ‘NOT’ but cannot be ‘OR’. 

Note: By default, the search will rank results with the most keyword matches higher; if keywords 
appear more times in an Item this Item will be listed before an Item with less keyword matches. 


